
We offer a one of a kind experience – a combination of Segway 
driving and a paragliding flight above Interlaken, in the heart of 
the Swiss Alps. The summer highlight of the year!

The Segway PT is an ideal vehicle for exploring cities and lands-
capes. This combination tour takes you away from traffic as it 
twists and turns up the winding roads from Interlaken to the 
picturesque farming village of Habkern. The view from 1400m 
will take your breath away – simply pure nature. The second 
highlight of the tour starts here with an unforgettable paragli-
ding flight.

Let yourself be swept up and away by the amazing driving and 
flying feelings, as you revel in an experience that will be long 
remembered.

About mobileo Switzerland
Mobileo is the new appearance from 
Segway Tours Switzerland, the leading 
Swiss operator of high quality tours 
and events with the Segway PT. 

Tour Information

Conditions of Participation
 • Valid driver’s license Category A1   
  (Scooter) or Category B (Car)
 • Weight restriction from 40kg to   
 100kg

Segway Citytour
 • Comprehensive driving and   
  safety training (ca. 30 mins)
 • Safety equipment, helmet and   
  safety vest provided
 • Guiding by professional and   
  certified guides

Paragliding Flight
 • Instruction prior to commence-  
  ment of the flight
 • Flight and safety equipment,   
  helmet and trapeze provided
 • Guiding by professional and   
  certified guides

Price of the Mountain Tour & Flight
 • 2 persons          CHF 330* | 3.5 - 4 h
 • 3 - 4 persons    CHF 310* | 3.5 - 4 h
 • 5 - 8 persons    CHF 300* | 3.5 - 4 h 

* price per person

Infos & Booking
+41 (0) 840 42 42 42 
welcome@mobileo.ch

mobileo Switzerland and Swiss Paragli-
ding present a fascinating Mountain Tour 
in combination with a breathtaking  
paragliding flight. Pure adventure!

About Swiss Paragliding
Swiss Paragliding is an experienced 
provider of tandem flights in various 
designated flying areas in Swizerland, 
primarily in the Bernese Oberland.



Enjoy the beautiful surroundings of Interlaken from the earth 
and from the sky:

Experience a unique adventure with mobileo Switzerland and 
Swiss Paragliding – a combination of Segway driving and tan-
dem paragliding in the heart of the Swiss Alps in Interlaken. 

Our route takes us seemingly deep into an untouched valley, 
far away from traffic and the bustle of day-to-day life.  After a 
short drive alongside lush valley meadows and the Lombach 
River, the Segway carries us effortlessly and with undiminished 
speed into the mountains, towards the lovingly adorned and 
tradition rich village of Habkern.  The valley, with its many hills 
and summits, possesses an enchanting and unbelievably rich 
array of flora and fauna.  Heavenly views of the valley and sur-
rounding mountains with the Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau, ac-
company us on our journey.

After a short drive through the idyllic Wychelmooswald, we 
arrive at Amisbühl.  At almost 1400m, the take-off area offers 
sensational mountain panoramas and is popular with paragli-
ders from all over the world.   The first part of this spectacular 
combination tour ends here, where the second part begins. 

Professional and passionate tandem pilots with years of ex-
perience take you on an unforgettable paragliding flight.  Af-
ter only a few steps, you take off together and fly effortlessly 
through the sky.  Breathtaking views of the Lakes of Thun and 
Brienz, the Habkern valley with its romantic, karst landscapes, 
the Bödeli and the unsurpassed Alpine panorama of the Eiger, 
Mönch and Jungfrau mountain range specially characterise 
this flight.  

After approximately 20 minutes of flying, you and your pilot 
return to earth, where this unique combination tour ends after 
4 hours.

Information about Swiss Paragliding
Swiss Paragliding offers flights in various designated flying areas of Switzerland, 
primarily in the Bernese Oberland.  The flights afford breathtaking views of the 
mountains and a unique, high altitude flying feeling.  All Swiss Paragliding tandem 
pilots are fully qualified and have been tested and certified by the Swiss Hanggli-
ding Association.

INFOS AND BOOKING

•	  online at mobileo.ch
•	  Telephone

+41 (0) 840 42 42 42
•	  Email

welcome@mobileo.ch

TOUR DETAILS


